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FOREWORD

With this pamphlet the International Review assumes a new form. The International Review is the organ of a socialist propaganda society. The International Review works for the abolition of the existing social order, featured by private, corporate and State ownership of the instruments of production and distribution and by the system of wage labor. The International Review works to have the chaos and violence of the existing system replaced nationally and internationally with a simpler and more natural arrangement, that of socialism.

Industry can produce today better and faster than ever before. Its productivity is increasing in a mounting ratio. Its productivity is increasing so fast that it does not pay to have it produce anywhere near its full capacity. The present masters of industry must hold it back just as a horseman holds back an eager horse. They must dump huge quantities of the best foodstuffs to feed the rats in the Jersey Meadows. They must soak with oil and burn babylonic piles of oranges in California, setting armed guards over the holocausts to shoot down any child, woman or man who might dare to snatch some of the fruit out of the stinking fire. They must, at the same time, assign their social scientists to think up, for the benefit of the increasing "less favored" section of the population, suggestions on how to transform the pickings from garbage cans into "nourishing" food, such as have been sent out to the relief clients in South Pasadena, in the very region where piles of millions of the finest oranges in the world are burned down under the guard of men with rifles.

Today it is precisely because industry can produce better and faster than ever before that millions are starving, with or without "relief", and the nations of the earth are getting ready for the greatest of all world wars.

The industrial machine of society has developed to the point where it must produce plenty. But when its various competing portions get on the way to the production of plenty, there follow awful social disasters, like the current great depression, like the last world war, like the coming depressions, like the coming world wars.

That is because today the things we eat, wear, and the services we use for shelter and amusement are produced for sale, for profit. They are produced when, and as much as, it pays. They are destroyed so as not to upset the market.

When you produce things not for sale but simply for use, you can't
have all this interesting, complicated, plug-ugly economic confusion. When you produce things for use, only your fellows' and your own needs, dreams, technical knowledge and ingenuity, and the world's material resources set the limit to how much and what you produce. Then the more you produce and the more efficient is production — the greater is the number of useful things and services you all have, the more leisure is left for all. There is no reason then for throwing foodstuffs to the rats in the Jersey Meadows, and burning millions of oranges, while money and talent is spent for detailed sets of "suggestions" to relief clients on how to live on garbage. There is no fear then of the market being gutted with the threat of plenty. There are no markets. There are no national and international markets to fight over, smashing and burning millions of human beings into the condition of humus by means of the most ingenious contrivances of technological science. Plenty is then no longer a menace and a calamity. Plenty is then what it naturally should be — a blessing. Then man, humanity working in international cooperation, is the real master of the social industrial machine, of man's productive process. Then the sky is the limit to the natural desire of the race and the individual to express himself in creation, to excel.

The industrial machine of modern society can only function naturally and harmlessly when it — the instruments of production and distribution: the factories, railroads, mines, giant farms, warehouses, circulation centers, etc. etc. — is the common property of society (of the entire population) and is democratically run by society to produce things and services for use and not for sale. It can only function naturally and harmlessly, and produce for use, when the present system of making a living, either by collecting profits or hiring out your body for wages to the galleys of private or State-run capitalism, is replaced with the system of scientifically and democratically organized free labor of the able-bodied population.

Under such a set-up you produce the things that the population needs. There can be no other purpose to production. You don't produce to sell to those that have the price and cut down on production when they don't have the price. Under such a set-up, with no markets and no wage labor, you can really plan production, and get both national and international cooperation. Only under such a set-up — common ownership, production for use, scientifically and democratically organized free labor instead of wage labor — can you really free yourself from slavery to the many individual bosses of the "private" capitalism and the "collective" associated boss (representing all the clever persons who hold the power and receive a privileged income) of State-run capitalism. Only then is the present lot of the working slob and the "little man" — the freedom to starve in "uncontrolled" private capitalism, and the convict's security offered them by State-run capitalism — replaced with real security and real freedom.
We can have the change from capitalism to the system of common ownership — production for use under the democratic control of the population, the abolition of wage labor — when many people understand that such a change is the only way out of their troubles. When many people understand what is to be done, they will get together for organized common action. They will act in an organized manner to do away with capitalism, using the best means they find at hand.

Is it only in the interest of the wage workers of capitalism to have the present system replaced with socialism?

The wage workers are the worst sufferers in the system. However, the development of the system, bringing greater concentration and centralization of capital, puts the so-called middle classes in no enviable position. The wages of technical experts of every description fall like all wages with the general development, which reduces the cost of production of specifically trained labor power. College graduates are a drug on the market. Engineers have fallen to the salary rank of mechanics. We are told there are too many doctors for all to make a decent living. Both Hitler and the American chain-stores put the wage slave’s overalls on the small businessman. Middle Western farmers, formerly flattered as the “backbone of the nation”, become “nomad” farmers, pitiful farm-hands dragging their families over the broad land in quest of a handout. The change from capitalism to socialism is in the interest of the overwhelming majority of the population of our society.

The International Review does not expect to have this social transformation come about as the product of mere educational activity. The great numbers of our society will learn the way to general security with freedom only as a result of bitter experience and repeated disillusionment. They will get there after various frustrated attempts to have the problem of food, clothing, shelter and personal liberty solved within the framework of the steadily curdling capitalism. They will come to understand under the compulsion of the material facts of over-ripe capitalism, which defeat the programs of hope and swindle (within the system of wage labor) that are offered under such names as the New Deal, the Middle Way, Clerical Corporatism, Italian Fascism, German Nazism, Russian Bolshevism, Social Credit, etc. etc.

The change from the capitalist social order — no matter how modified by the economic development of the system and by the social engineering and window-dressing of the “radical” politicians of capitalism, as the Bolsheviks, Fascists, Nazis, Falangists, Catholic Corporatists and the others — to common ownership, to production for use, to the replacement of wage labor with scientifically and democratically organized free labor, will come as a result of the cumulative reaction of the population (all “classes” excepting the very big guys and their nearest stooges) to the misery of rapidly changing capitalism, which defeats all attempts to make it behave an uncapitalist way.

[5]
What is the role of the socialist propagandist in this situation?

He is a part of the population of capitalist society. As a propagandist, he is the expression of the reaction of the population to the pressure of steadily developing capitalism. He is the voice and mouthpiece of the reaction of the people to the misery of the times.

The increased and organized activity of the socialist propagandists is a sign that more people, under the pressure of the material environment and historic experience, are ready to listen to and can understand the message of socialism. When it is easier for socialist propagandists to be heard, there will be more socialist propagandists and propaganda. More people will be talking socialism. In time people will act for socialism. Understanding (of what is to be done) becomes a powerful material force when it has laid hold of great numbers. Understanding by great numbers is translated into popular political action.

As the voice and gauge of the socialist understanding of the general population, the socialist propagandist must be especially interested in making things clear to himself. An important part of his activity at this moment is to take stock of his ideas, to re-evaluate the ways and beliefs current in the labor movement. The labor movement is the section of the population that is supposed to be most conscious of the social reality. The labor movement also echoes and mirrors the illusions and sectional interests that characterize the outlook of the general population at the moment. Politically, the labor movement of today is: in part, a vehicle of pro-capitalist and nationalist causes; in part, a museum of ideologies and programs, which live on as parasites after surviving the situations which first gave rise to them. An important — possibly the paramount — task of the earnest socialist propagandist at this moment is to re-examine the various labor and "radical" trends in the light of current reality, in the light of the facts of changing capitalism.

He must put his finger on what is false and pretentious, on what is venerable but meaningless, on what is harmful, on what hinders the spread of socialist understanding. He must recognize, and brand as such, the fake, the putrid, the dangerous elements parading under all sorts of masquerades in the labor movement today. Spurning the sweet of momentarily popular fairy tales, he must make clear to himself and his fellows the nature and significance of Bolshevism, Fascism, Nazism, the old international totalitarian collective capitalist that goes under the name of Holy Roman Catholic Church, Anti-semitism, the rule of the Big Boys in the trade union business, etc. etc. He must do this calmly, soberly, with a vigilant regard for fact, but at the same time fearlessly.

That is what we want to do with these pamphlets.
BOLSHEVISM
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THE CLASS TRIANGLE OF THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION

The historic premises of the Russian Revolution were: the growth of industry, the quickened political activity of the working class, the unbearable situation of the peasants. The immediate possibility to carry out the revolution and shatter the Tsarist system was supplied by the following conditions: the great demands made on the national economy and the population during the World War, the general organization of the peasants in the war-time army, the arming of the workers. The revolution was carried out by peasant and proletarian numbers, unaided by the Russian bourgeoisie, which could no longer part ways with Tsarism.

"For us, the victory of the bourgeois revolution as a victory of the bourgeoisie is impossible," observed Lenin in 1908. He had in mind the preponderance of the peasant population, the semi-feudal oppression under which the peasants lived and the strength and self-consciousness of the Russian proletariat. Though he stressed the peculiar character of the coming revolution, he took care to add the very explicit: "This trait does not remove the bourgeois character of our revolution." (Collected Works, vol. XII, page 252.)

The Russian Revolution was a bourgeois revolution without the bourgeoisie. But notwithstanding its fundamentally peasant-bourgeois tendencies, it cannot be likened to the bourgeois revolutions of the 17th and 18th centuries. For while the classes to the rear of the Russian bourgeoisie pushed spontaneously forward, the Russian bourgeoisie itself slipped into the limbo that swallowed the Tsarist State. The efforts of the Russian peasants and the Russian workers, on the other hand, fused at the given historic moment, combining into one act the elements of two revolutions: bourgeois and proletarian.

In an apt characterization of this situation, Trotsky wrote:

"In order to create the Soviet State, it was necessary to have come together and interpenetrate two factors of rather antagonistic historic nature: the peasant war, representing a movement that is typical of the dawn of bourgeois development, and the proletarian revolt, already announcing the decline of bourgeois society." (The February Revolution, page 60.)
So that as a result of the coexistence of the feudal and capitalist economic modes in the country, the antagonistic forms of two revolutions were united in a single social movement, resulting in a new, historically distinctive type: the revolution of Russian society, which, sprawling over two continents, joined in itself the social movement of two continents.

This union was full of contradictions: The peasants contended for private property. They had the political outlook of the petty bourgeois. In their struggle against the existing political and social system, they developed a new property ideology. The action of the workers, on the other hand, moved in the direction of the abolition of capitalist private property; they developed in their struggle the elements of socialist class behavior. The peasant could not hold down the workers to the level of a bourgeois agrarian revolution; while the workers could not raise the peasants to the level of a socialist revolution. In the Russian Revolution, the peasants' desire of private property and the movement of the proletariat toward its abolition met. Neither of these classes could succeed acting by itself. The revolution led to a conclusion that was different from that sought by either class.

To have the revolt of the Russian masses meet with victory, there had to be built a bridge between the peasantry and the proletariat, by the way of which the interests of the two classes would find an adjustment. Because their aims were contradictory, they threatened to tear Russia apart immediately after the Tsarist vise that had held the country together was shattered. A struggle between the peasantry and the workers could have only one end: the defeat of the revolution. The revolution needed a new clamp by which the two antagonistic elements that were making it could be held together. Tsarism rested on two classes. To solve its historic tasks — which had been slighted by the Russian bourgeoisie but could not be accomplished by the proletariat — the revolution had to bring forth a new political régime, also basing itself on two classes.

Who could create this instrument of cohesion? Who could join and hold together the working class and the peasantry of Russia in spite of their economic antagonism? A peasant party could not do that; a peasant party cannot solve such tasks. Neither could it be accomplished by a proletarian party. The party that created this clamp ceased thereby to be a socialist party, since this clamp could only be formed through a compromise between the interests of the proletariat and the interests of private property.

A victorious proletarian class could only come to an understanding with middle social layers, like the Russian peasantry, under a revolutionary class dictatorship that would assure the socialist direction of the revolution. The conditions for such a revolutionary class dictatorship were missing in Russia. The proletariat was not in the position to
take the peasantry in tow. A dictatorship of the workers over the peasants was impossible in Russia. Possible was only a compromise between the interests of the two classes. The embattled Russian workers did not enter into this compromise voluntarily. They were pushed into it by circumstances. The forces that mastered these circumstances politically could not be proletarian. They had to be forces that could take a general (non-class) view of the social tasks of the revolution and possessed the determination to carry out these tasks to their ultimate consequence.

Such forces were found in Russia. They came from the ranks of the intelligentsia, the intellectuals, who, as a social layer, were oppressed politically while the workers and peasants reacted to economic oppression. Only from among the intellectuals of Russia could spring the forces that, rising high above the level of their class, comprehended the needs of the Russian Revolution and swung themselves to its command.

Nothing less than the common effort of a bloc of the peasantry, workers and intellectuals could assure the victory of the revolution. The function of commanding this bloc could only fall to the most consistent and revolutionary wing of the intelligentsia, the parties which fought among themselves for the hegemony of the revolution. No other elements were in the position to master politically and direct its blindly moving mass forces. The sharpest weapon of the Russian Revolution was the working class of Russia. However the mass basis of the victorious revolution was supplied by the peasantry, which by rising pulled the ground—their social base—from under Tsarist absolutism and the landed nobility.

Leadership: the intellectuals. Weapon of attack: the proletariat. Mass-basis: the peasantry. Within this triangle the Russian Revolution unrolled. Without the understanding of this grouping of forces there can be no understanding of the nature, course and results of the Russian Revolution.

The party which leaped to the head of the Russian Revolution and clamped together the peasant revolt with the rising of the workers was Lenin’s party, the party of the Bolsheviks. Bolshevism was the political expression of those revolutionary intellectuals of Russia who understood the tasks of the moment and, with indomitable energy and ruthless consistence, set themselves to carry them out.*

* Under different national-historic circumstances, which were similarly climaxed in a situation marked by the lack of social equilibrium, ardent and energetic members of the Italian and German intelligentsia—like their Russian brothers, "without position, career or a way out"—also sprang forward to master national revolutions in their countries by means of populist, supra-class programs inscribed on the banners of monolithic "anti-capitalist" parties.

A comparison of the essential features of the three totalitarian movements—Russian Bolshevism, Italian Fascism and German Nazism—and a study of their predominantly common historic significance are contained in the forthcoming What Is Fascism by Integer. — ED.
A BOURGEOIS REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENT

IN SO FAR as they were composed of intellectuals, the Russian Social Democrats did not differ from the old Narodniki or the Social Revolutionaries. In view of the bitter opposition that existed between the Social Democrats and the Social Revolutionaries, neither of these trends could be talked of as the direct extension of the older revolutionary movement of the Russian intelligentsia.

The Social Revolutionaries could say about themselves that they had taken over the methods of struggle, the conceptions of development and the peasant perspective of the populists (the Narodniki). On the other hand, the early Social Democrats, as Marxists, fought against the Narodniki; and the Bolsheviki felt that they were the guardians and renovators of the original Marxist theory. They referred to their own ideology as the finally perfected and developed form of Marxism. They described themselves as the only genuine heirs of Marx and Engels.

If these claims were well grounded, the Bolshevik Party was the direct and sole continuator of the political and theoretic movement that has its starting point in the work of the two founders of scientific socialism. Could Bolshevism really lay claim to this role?

The question is of great significance to the workers of the world. It can only be answered by clearing up another matter: “To what extent was the social character of Bolshevism determined by its origin in the revolutionary intelligentsia of Russia? Was Bolshevism the continuation of the international Marxist movement of the working class, or was it merely the continuation of a national Russian movement of the revolutionary intellectuals of that country?”

Bolshevism will contest the right even to pose such a question. It will point to its Marxist orthodoxy. But the social significance of a revolutionary movement does not depend merely on its ideology. It depends on the social content hiding behind this ideology. The essential marks of Bolshevism are not its Marxist formulas. The essential marks of Bolshevism are: the social facts found behind and near its principles, and the policies springing from those social facts. Only if the principles and the given social facts agree, can the Bolshevik claim to a position at the peak of the development of Marxism be justified.
The Development of the Russian Social Democracy

The old Narodnik movement ended in a blind alley. Its terrorist wing, the Narodnaia Volia, was destroyed without succeeding in releasing a peasant revolt. Then its propagandist wing, the Cherny Perediel, appeared on the scene, and experienced the bankruptcy of its program of "going to the people". The peasants were unaffected by its propaganda. As a result, a section of the populist intelligentsia began to revise their tactics.

The Russian revolutionists knew that as intellectuals they could not themselves start and carry through a revolution. They felt themselves to be no more than the predestined guides and inspirers of a revolt, in which they would have the function of expressing the aim of the struggle and occupying the positions of command. They considered themselves to be the general staff of the Russian revolution, the regiments of which would be composed of the broad popular masses. By "going to the people," they were going to enlist and organize these regiments.

This outlook had already been developed in great detail by Bakunin, whose disciples helped to form the first ranks of the Narodnik movement. Bakunin did not consider it important to educate the people for revolution. He thought that "stirring up" the peasant masses was enough to win them over to a revolutionary offensive. Up to then, the same masses had rebelled badly and unsuccessfully. It was necessary, said Bakunin, to bring order, plan, organization to the otherwise disorganized rebellion. This was the task of "devoted, energetic, intellectual personalities," who had to be "genuine friends of the people" and "individuals with the devil in them." By their boldness, these persons were to lead the people in action and serve as "intermediaries between the revolutionary idea and the people." These born revolutionists, so to say, "were not going to compose the army of the revolution. The people itself must make up the revolutionary army. The revolutionary intellectuals would act as a sort of general staff." The "commanding staff" of the revolution would emerge from the "educated world of the bold youth," that is, from among the daring students. Under this staff, Bakunin wanted to organize the masses. "The laboring people are numerous. But the mass means nothing if it is not organized," he wrote.

In 1869, the Bakuninists, under the leadership of Nechaiev, drafted a general and very definite plan for an uprising. First, circles of revolutionary students were to be built, thus creating an officers' corps. Then the revolutionists were going to turn to the "have-nots" of Russian society, to the declasse elements of the cities and provincial towns, and send them, in the capacity of "propagandists of the deed," into the villages. The expectation was that early in 1870 a general mass revolt would break forth bringing destruction to Tsarism and liberty to the people.
By the "people," the Bakuninists and the Narodniki meant the peasants. They saw no other army for their revolution. Already in 1851, Herzen prophesied: "Should autocracy triumph over civilization, a peasant revolt, a colossal insurrection, would unroll before its eyes." He explained that in Russia the muzhik would be the personage of the future, just as in France the worker.

He thus gave expression to the basic dogma of the Narodnik kind of socialism. "In Russia, there is no capitalist development. Therefore, the Russian socialist movement must spring directly from the peasantry, which is uninfluenced either by the high development or decomposition of Western civilization."

The Social Democratic intellectuals drew new conclusions from the old reliance of the Narodniki on a typically Russian "revolutionary army." The Narodniki saw only the peasants and they exhausted themselves in fruitless attempts to revolutionize the latter. In the end, they found themselves alone. The passivity of the peasant masses seemed unconquerable. The result of the terrorists' duel with Tsarism proved that a struggle limited to a handful of intellectuals was impossible. The intelligentsia could lead a revolution, but could not make it. If their revolution did not find support in the peasantry, the intellectuals had to turn perforce to the workers, who then began to bestir themselves in strike activity.

The Social Democratic intellectuals caught sight of the growing contingent of Russian workers, who were up to then struggling independently. The Social Democratic intellectuals started to make efforts to win a mass following for themselves in the new field. Axelrod wrote in the *Iskra* of 1903:

"In order to arouse the masses out of their historic sleep, in order to lead them into the political arena, it was necessary to encourage in the masses a systematically revolutionary outlook and activity. It was especially necessary to encourage their understanding of their own difficult condition and its causes. The solution of this historic task was attempted in its way by the "Narodnik" movement in the 70's of the past century. That movement did not succeed in solving this task because it did not recognize the historic significance of the class of industrial workers, a class that was entirely new in the Russia of that day. Only Marxism could find the key. Only Marxism could show the means and the way to the solution of the basic, generally democratic, problems of the Russian revolutionary movement. Here lies the root of the strength of our party, the reason for its final victory over all other revolutionary factions and its present unshakable position."

In other words, the class movement of the Russian proletariat was to be subordinated to the Russian intelligentsia. Nachimson, referring to the proletarian strike movement of his time in his comment on Pashitnov's *The Condition of the Working Class in Russia*, wrote:

[12]
"For the democratic intelligentsia these strikes were especially important because since 1896 it sought to reach the proletariat, having recognized in the workers a stronger fighter against Tsarism." (Page 274.)

An idea similar to Axelrod's was expressed by Cherevanin in his pamphlet The Proletariat and the Russian Revolution. Finally, the delegation of the Russian Social Democracy declared in its report to the International Socialist Congress in 1904:

"...The Russian Social Democracy came into being primarily as an organization of revolutionary intellectuals who were disappointed with the previous methods used in their fight for liberty and who arrived at the understanding that in the capitalistically developing Russia only the proletariat could offer them a sure support in their struggle against Tsarism." (Page 41).

The Russian Social Democracy discovered the proletariat as the only mass force of the Russian revolution that was capable of action. The change that came with this discovery was unprecedented in Russia. As a result the beached anti-Tsarist movement could again be set in motion. But as long as the turn did not mean the abandonment, either in theory or practice, of the old Bakuninist-Narodnik thesis of a general staff, formed of intellectuals, commanding a people's revolutionary army, subjected to that general staff, it was merely a tactical turn.

Anything else was impossible as long as the revolutionary intelligentsia were the commanding staff of the Social Democratic circles. And at the time of the formation of the Russian Social Democracy, there was hardly a suspicion of the decisive character of this question.

The Social Democrats asserted that it was necessary and unavoidable for the "revolutionaries" to win the peasant and proletarian masses, which were to be led into revolution by the "revolutionaries." Therefore, they made no fundamental differentiation between activity among the peasants and among the workers. Plekhanov, for example, wrote in 1884, in his book Our Differences of Opinion, which marks his complete transition to the Social Democratic ideology, that the antagonisms between the propagandists working in the villages and the terrorists active in the cities could be overcome precisely through the formation of a "Labor Party." The strife between the village and city revolutionists would disappear as the political struggle in the cities took on a worker character. Then the two groups would differ only according to their place of activity and not according to the nature of their activity. They would be two representative forms of one popular movement.

The formation of a "Labor Party" was expected to bring political strength to the intelligentsia and move them in one line. According to this line, the work among the city proletariat would be no more than a branch of the general movement. The representation, the leadership, of this movement was to remain the task of the intellectuals, who, also
in Plekhanov's original conception, were going to compose the commanding staff of the revolution.

Axelrod expressed the same idea in his discussion of the political tasks of the Russian intelligentsia in the *Neue Zeit* of 1898. He declared that the "ideological elements of our upper classes" could not stop at mere propaganda activity but had to direct the aroused revolutionary energies of the "popular masses" toward political action:

"Predestined, so to speak, for this historic task are the proletarianized strata of the intelligentsia, the student youth, as well as the great majority of the spirited and democratic representatives of our intelligent citizenry."

He stressed the leadership of the popular masses by the intellectuals, and presented at the same time the significance of the proletariat for the purposes of the intelligentsia:

"Naked reality points for the revolutionary intellectuals to the industrial proletariat as the class in which the organization of a revolutionary people's movement has the best chance of success."

Lenin also, in his 1897 treatise on *The Task of the Russian Social Democracy*, placed the proletariat in a central position only "because the latter shows the greatest susceptibility to Social Democratic ideas, the highest intellectual and political maturity, and, thanks to its numbers and concentration in the largest focal centers of our country, decides the outcome of the battle." (*Collected Works*, vol. I, page 363).

At the same time he explained that the Social Democracy had to support the propaganda activity of other forces in the villages, since it could not, by reason of its numerical weakness, undertake this itself. *The Social Democratic circles continued the old going-to-the-people. But they turned mostly to the workers instead of the peasants. Their activity was, more than anything else, the contemporary continuation of the work of the Narodniki. The Marxist theory adopted by them was nothing more than an ideological garb for this task, a covering that helped to tide the revolutionary intelligentsia over a period that they themselves could not cope with. Otherwise, the Russian Social Democracy, and especially Bolshevism, moved straight along the political line set by the Narodnik movement.*

**The Organizational Prototype of Bolshevism**

The idea of the revolutionary general staff was first expressed by Bakunin, who should be described by Lenin's disciples as the "grandfather of Bolshevism."

Pokrovsky remarks in his *History of Russia*:

"Certain features of revolutionary organization, which later found a definite form in the Bolshevik Party, were already noticeable in the sixties, when we can already observe the conspiratorial relationship,
the systematic program of activity and the choice of insurrection as a method of action.” (Page 206.)

Pokrovsky considers as especially Bolshevik Nechayev's scheme of insurrection, which was going to be realized with the aid of a strictly professional-revolutionary organization. Pokrovsky writes that in the Russian revolutionary circles of the sixties there was formulated a plan, "later derided by the Mensheviks, but which was actually applied on November 7, 1917. It was literally the plan of the finally realized Revolution.” (Page 205.)

Such a centralized, conspiratorial organization was, however, never attained by the Bakuninists. Supporting himself on the moralistic injunctions found in Bakunin's revolutionary catechism, Nechayev, juggled before his master and his comrades the blue-print of a non-existent organization. The Narodniki were, in fact, the first to apply Bakunin's plan. But ten years before the birth of the populists' terrorist organization, Bakunin formulated the viewpoint calling for the total subordination of the revolutionaries to the central leadership of their party. In the Oath of the Active Brothers of his secret Alliance, we read:

“I swear by my honor and life that I agree fully with all the philosophic, economic and social, theoretic and practical, principles of your revolutionary catechism. I submit myself, without exception, to all the orders contained in your manual of regulations. I reserve my duty and right to oppose in discussion at the next assembly all secondary points on which I may hold a different opinion, but I accept beforehand the definite and supreme decision of the organization.

"From now on I subordinate my entire activity, public and private, political, professional and social, to the supreme guidance I shall receive from the Councils of this Society."

At first, such "Bolshevist" ideas of discipline had as little influence on the political movement of the Russian intelligentsia as the injunctions of absolute scrupulousness contained in Bakunin's "revolutionary catechism." The radical intellectuals turned to the ideas of Lavrov, who proposed peaceful propaganda. But soon Tkachev arose to oppose Lavrov with Jacobinical and Blanquist projects. The State power was to be seized by a determined revolutionary minority. To attain this aim, this revolutionary minority was going to organizer itself illegally, subjecting its members to strict discipline, without initiating all of them in the secrets of the organization. After such preparation, the organization would finally set loose a general terror.

For Tkachev, the revolutionary intelligentsia played a decisive role:

"Neither now nor in the future is the people, left to itself, capable of accomplishing the social revolution. Only we, the revolutionary minority, can and must accomplish the revolution, and as soon as possible... The people cannot help itself. The people cannot direct its own fate to suit its true needs. It cannot give body and life to
the ideas of the social revolution... This role and mission belong, unquestionably, to the revolutionary minority."

The position presented by Tkachev was going to serve as a guide line for the Narodniki terrorists and, after them, the Bolsheviks. It did not find an immediate echo in Lavrov's propagandist circles. At that moment, Michailov and Nathanson were organizing the "going-to-the-people." But the repressive measures of the Tsarist government drove the revolutionaries to terrorism. After a few years, Tkachev's ideas were translated into action. A terrorist executive committee was formed in the spring of 1879. It consisted of adherents of several revolutionary bodies. The latter were organized in three circles, one concentrically opening into the other. The innermost circle formed the executive committee. It drew its co-workers out of the lower bodies. Only individuals who were in the position to participate directly in the revolutionary work were taken into this conspiratorial scheme.

The activity of the executive committee led the following winter to the formation of the People's Will Party (Narodnaya Volya.) Shelyabov, who had worked in the old executive committee, was the head of the new organization. Members were recruited by the individual circles. The executive committee was chosen by a free vote of its membership and the representatives of the lower groups. The latter had in their province the general work of preparing for the uprising, such as propaganda for a Constituent Assembly, drafting demands in behalf of the peasants and raising funds. Special groups took charge of propaganda in the army, among the students and workers, or ran presses, organized the sale of newspapers and the placing of bombs. Each body remained independent in its particular branch of activity. However, the executive committee gave "political leadership" to the total organization. It controlled the execution of the entire revolutionary program, regulated connections among the various groups and issued the party press. In its hands was concentrated the armed struggle against the government. Under its immediate command stood the combatant bands, each consisting of about ten men, and formed independently of other sections of the total organization. In the execution of its particular task, each terrorist band acted independently. It was formed and recruited by its own vote. However, the executive committee could veto the admission of any candidate. Once a terrorist band was in action, it chose a leader, who then received dictatorial powers of command.

This was the organization of the terrorist Narodniki. Their executive committee and combatant groups were classic organisms of professional revolutionaries, requiring from their members complete devotion to their revolutionary work, renunciation of their civil activity and private life, and submission to an iron discipline.

The organization of the terrorist Narodniki was quite suited to their political aim. The People's Will Party consisted of about 500 members;
around them gathered several thousand sympathizers. The terrorist bands themselves were limited to several dozen individuals.

During the three years of their activity, the terrorist Narodniki executed six attempts on the lives of very high officials and four attempts on the lives of chiefs of police. They also carried out the death sentence imposed by their Executive Committee on Tsar Alexander II. Besides, nine spies and traitors were put to death.

The Bolsheviki liked to attach themselves historically to the prototype offered by the organization of the terrorist Narodniki. They recognized in it all the features they considered essential in their own organization: the total power of the central leadership, the professional-revolutionary composition, absolute centralization, military discipline. If in spite of their meager forces, the Narodnik terrorists could accomplish a great deal by means of this organizational principle—what could be done by an organization that was much larger and hoped to find support in the mass power of the proletariat! Why, that way Russia could really be “taken off its hinges.”

Lenin wanted an organization that would unite in itself: “socialist science and the revolutionary experience that the lessons of many decades have instilled in the Russian revolutionary intelligentsia.” (Collected Works, Vol. IV, section I, page 45.)

By uniting the formal principle of “democratic centralism” with the Narodnik principle of a professional-revolutionary organization, the Bolsheviki created their particular, typically Russian, type of political organism.
THE POLITICAL LINE OF DESCENT

THE FIRST bourgeois revolutionary movement in Russia was that of the Decembrists, whose radical wing was exterminated by the Romanovs. The Decembrists wanted to win a democratic constitution for Russia. This was also the goal of the revolutionary trends that arose in the following decades, for example, the students' circle to which Chernishevsky belonged. "To Young Russia," the manifesto issued by Chernishevsky's group, called for a "bloody and pitiless revolution" to do away with "all the bases of contemporary society and all the supporters of the existing social order." It contained a number of democratic demands and culminated with the expression of its belief in the "social and democratic republic." While Bakunin's revolutionary program stood for the destruction of Tsarism and the suppression of all "exploiters" — the landed nobility and the merchant and industrial capitalist classes, — the Narodniki terrorists set for themselves a more definitely bourgeois task. After the fall of Tsarism, they were going to convocate a constituent assembly. The 1880 program of Narodnaya Volya included demands for a representative assembly, provincial and municipal autonomy, freedom of religion, speech, press and assembly, universal franchise, a territorial militia, the nationalization of the soil, and sanctions providing for the transfer of the ownership of factories to workers. All of this was going to be applied by the provisional revolutionary government that would arise upon the fall of the autocracy. This provisional revolutionary government was going to assure the completion of the countrywide transformation and guarantee the democratic elections to the constituent assembly. In other words, the program of the Narodniki already contained much of the Jacobin idea of a transitional dictatorship.

The aim of the Russian Revolution had been recognized and discussed for some time before the appearance of a Social Democratic movement in Russia. The Social Democracy had merely taken it over and called it its own. Its program of 1903 recognized as the first task of the party's revolutionary activity: "the defeat of Tsarism and the establishment of a democratic republic." One year before, Lenin took the trouble to explain that the Russian Social Democrats could not throw overboard the whole of populism but "had to lay hold of its revolutionary, general-
democratic principles and recognize them as their own." (Collected Works, Vol. V, page 156.)

The Bolsheviki continued the line of the preceding bourgeois-revolutionary movement not only organizationally but also politically. While Zinoviev designated the Decembrists as "revolutionists who were without question bourgeois," he added emphatically: "Our generation does not spurn even this heritage," and went on to say that —

"We (the Bolsheviki) are the sole and true continuators of all that was excellent in the movement of the revolutionary intellectuals of the 80's, 70's, 60's and even before then." (On the Development of Our Party, page 3.)

Also Pokrovsky found it important to stress the traditional tieup between the old revolutionary movement and the Bolsheviki. He thus designates Spechnev, an outstanding member of a revolutionary circle in the 40's, as a Communist — because Spechnev "propagated the idea of the armed inscription." Tkachev is for him "the first Russian Marxist," because the latter stood at the head of a movement "which called for the formation of a strong conspiratorial organization for the purpose of seizing power, though by means of old, petty-bourgeois, Blanquist forms." And the first terrorist attentat by the Narodniki is recognized by Pokrovsky as "the first social revolutionary heroic act, the first gesture of the Russian revolution" — just as the proclamation "To Young Russia" is "the first monument of our revolutionary socialism." The Narodnik terrorist was for Lenin's disciple a sort of Bolshevik, who resorted to terror because he could not as yet find support in the labor movement. Writing about the great leader of the terrorists, Zinoviev observed: "If he had bound himself to the working class and taken up the question of the social revolution, Sheliabov could have been considered a real Bolshevik and Communist."

The Russian Social Democracy was going to carry forward the movement that was begun by the old revolutionary intelligentsia.

The Narodniki posed the task. The Social Democracy made it its own. The principal content of the activity of the Bolsheviki up to 1917 was the deepening and concretization of this task.

The Tradition of National Revolutionarism

The aim of every bourgeois revolution is the creation of a modern national State, in the framework of which may be realized the rule of the bourgeoisie. This was first accomplished with the aid of the radical democratic movement. Everywhere, during the period of preparation for the bourgeois revolution, the ideas of nation and nationalism became a part of the revolutionary ideology.

The old Russian revolutionists were also nationalists. They considered their socialism to be a particular Russian socialism, which would emerge from the mir. The struggle against autocracy was for the Narodniki
not only a struggle for the liberation of the people but also a struggle for the liberation of "Mother Russia." Herzen denied that Tsarism was a Russian phenomenon. He said it was "Prussian-Tartar" — a foreign body within the desecrated Russian nation.

In contrast to the national Socialism of the Narodniki, the Russian Social Democracy began its activity with the avowal of internationalism. The truth of the matter, however, is that the element of revolutionary nationalism now expressed in Stalinism already existed in the old Bolshevism. In the midst of the struggle against the social chauvinism of the Western Social Democracy, Lenin wrote under the title The National Pride of the Great Russians:

"Is then the sentiment of national pride alien to us Great Russian class-conscious proletarians? Of course not. We love our language and our fatherland, and strive to raise its toiling masses to a conscious democratic and socialistic life. We suffer seeing our beautiful native land subjected to acts of violence and oppression, to a grievous yoke by the Tsarist officials, by the landowners and the capitalists. We are proud to witness that these acts of violence have evoked opposition in our midst, in the camp of the Great Russians. We are proud that out of this camp have come forward Radischev, the Decembrists, the Rasnochintsy revolutionists of the 70's. We are proud that in the year 1905 the Great Russian working class created a powerful revolutionary mass party and that the Great Russian muzhik is becoming democratic and is beginning to chase out the priests and the landowners." (Collected Works, vol. XVIII, page 104.)

And Lenin continues with the utmost of patriotic self-esteem:

"We, the Great Russian workers, full of the sentiment of national pride, desire, at any price, a free, independent, self-reliant, democratic, republican, proud Great Russia..." (Collected Works, vol. XVIII, page 105.)

Lenin puts this national pride side by side with socialism, expressing very clearly the outlook of the socialism of the Narodniki:

"The interests of the (not slavishly constituted) national pride of the Great Russian fits in with the socialist interests of the Great Russian (and all other) proletarians." (Volume XVIII, page 107.)

These remarks bring to the surface the emotional current that offered motive power to the Bolshevik intelligentsia. The task they recognized as theirs was that of freeing the nation from the yoke of autocracy. In other words, they continued, with the aid of superior social discernment and more effective political methods, the work that was begun by the Narodniki, who were hampered in their time by their peculiar illusions and inadequate political methods. Together with this bourgeois-revolutionary task, Bolshevism took over certain elements of the national-revolutionary ideology of the populists. This ideology was quiescent during certain periods of the struggle, but came to the fore when the
Bolsheviks had won political power. In Stalin’s phrase: “Socialism in one country,” we have Lenin’s “national pride of the Great Russians” and the final realization of the Narodnik concept of a special kind of Russian “socialism.”

Bolshevism and Jacobinism

Lenin not only recognized the connection between the Bolsheviks and the earlier revolutionary movements of his country. He also sought to tie up the position of his party with the general tradition of classic bourgeois revolutionism. When the Mensheviks, after the 1903 congress of the Russian Social Democracy, reproached him with resorting to Jacobin methods, he immediately picked up the epithet and declared:

“The Jacobin, inseparably bound to the proletarian organization of the proletariat, aware of its class interests, that precisely is the revolutionary Social Democrat.” (Collected Works, vol. VI, page 402.)

Lenin branded the Mensheviks as the “Gironde,” the “vacillating, petty-bourgeois wing” of the Russian Revolution. This comparison was borrowed from Plekhanov, who attacking “reformism” and “economism” in the Iskra of 1900, wrote:

“Two different trends are already apparent in the general socialist movement, and the revolutionary struggle of the 20th century is possibly moving toward a split, which can be described as the separation of the Social Democratic ‘Mountain’ from the Social Democratic ‘Gironde’.” (Works, Vol. XII, page 65, Russian ed.)

In 1905 Lenin called Engels a “true Jacobin of the Social Democracy.” He reverted again and again to this comparison with Jacobinism. The term was later applied by Lenin’s disciples to Lenin himself. Thus Zinoviev called Lenin a “Marat, joined to the urban and agrarian proletariat.”

Bolshevism has been likened to Blanquism. But Engels has well explained what ought to be understood as Blanquism:

“That a relatively small number of resolute, well-organized men would be able, at a given favorable moment, not only to seize the helm of the State, but also to keep power, by energetic and unrelenting action, until they had succeeded in drawing the mass of the people into the revolution by marshalling them around the small band of leaders.” (Introduction to Civil War in France.)

Judged in this sense, the Bolsheviks were not Blanquists. They, as a well organized minority, did not plan to seize power by means of a putschist attack, say, as the Narodniki hoped to arrive at power by means of their terrorist attentats. The Bolsheviks aimed rather to organize and lead the revolutionary mass process. Historically, the role of the Bolsheviks is most like that of the Jacobins. Both movements expected to attain their dictatorial power in the course of the process, solving the tasks of a radical bourgeois revolution. But Bolshevism is
also akin to Jacobinism because of the similar organizational methods and techniques of procedure used by the two chronologically separate movements. Both represented "leader" (vanguard) organizations of professional revolutionaries, themselves directed "from top to bottom." Both movements stressed the belief in omnipotence of their organizations in determining, with an iron hand, the course of the revolutionary process. Both pursued their aims with inflexible determination and sought to attain their goal by all means at hand. And finally, the two movements found themselves in a similar relation to the bourgeoisie of their countries. "... the Jacobins made the bourgeois revolution without the bourgeoisie." (Trotsky, *The Nature of the Russian Revolution*, page 43.) And so did the Bolsheviks.

In all these ways Bolshevism was true Jacobinism. The social content of the Russian Revolution differed from the French Revolution of 1789-93 in the same manner that the Russia lorded over by Tsarist absolutism, with its developed industrial capitalism, differed from the absolutist society of 18th century France, disturbed by the then awakening capitalist production. But the general line of relation between Bolshevism and Jacobinism is that of the bourgeois revolution, which destroyed absolutism and could be advanced only by the most radical means at hand. Avowing Jacobinism, Lenin extended the Bolshevist tradition to the French Revolution and thus provided the Russian revolutionary intelligentsia with an international "class-conscious" tradition.

**Summary**

The Russian Social Democracy sprang from the intelligentsia embodying the bourgeois-revolutionary movement of Russia. It took an important step forward when it discovered the possibility of a mass basis for its politics in the Russian proletariat. The Russian Social Democracy then assumed toward the Russian workers the same role that the Narodnik general staff before had taken toward the peasants. Inheriting the Narodnik tradition, the Bolsheviks, as a fraction of the Russian revolutionary intelligentsia, took over the political task of the bourgeois revolution in their country. This national tradition and these national tasks are given recognition by their leader Lenin in his acknowledgement of the "interests of the national pride of the Great Russians." The Bolsheviks also sought to attach themselves to the international tradition of the revolutionary intelligentsia. They designated themselves as the Jacobins of the Social Democracy and resorted to political methods typical of Jacobinism.

From the beginning, the Bolsheviks considered themselves to be the shock troops of the Russian Revolution. Bolshevism adapted itself to the special conditions of the Russian Revolution and created a great revolutionary ideology and tradition, which helped the Party to face its historic tasks.
BOLSHEVISM AND THE WORKER

A Working Class Party?

ZINoviev well described the attitude taken by the revolutionary intelligentsia of Russia toward the proletariat of their country when he observed that the student youth of 1900, seeking to find a mass power "by which to overthrow the Tsarist autocracy, convinced themselves with every step they took that the working class was the force holding the hammer that could be used to smash Tsarism." (History of the Communist Party of Russia, page 66.)

The Russian Social Democracy arose outside of the proletariat. Lenin assigned to the Social Democratic Party the task of becoming the "ideological leader" of the proletariat, whose class struggle it was to "support." He wrote in 1897:

"If the army of the proletariat proves itself to be consequent and it struggles, under the leadership of a strong Social Democratic organization for its economic and political liberation, then the army itself will show to the generals the methods and means of action they must use." (Collected Works, Vol. I, page 376.)

The Social Democratic generals were expected to learn some things from the proletarian army under their command, but they were, nevertheless, going to remain generals. And generals the Bolsheviks always felt themselves to be.

Lenin wrote in 1901:

"The working class is already in motion. It is prepared to follow the socialist leaders, but the ‘General Staff’ has not yet succeeded in organizing a strong body of picked troops who would correctly dispose of all the existing forces of the class-conscious workers." (Collected Works, Vol. VI, Part 1, page 44.)

Expressing itself even more to the point than the “old man,” a provincial Social Democratic committee of the time declared in its table of principles, as is reported by Axelrod:

"Inasmuch as under present conditions a forcible overturn in Russia can only be accomplished with the aid of the proletariat of our large industrial centers, and the latter is ready to obey and begin the uprising,
we consider our most important task to be the organization of the working class.”

In his Party history Zinoviev notes the following concerning the Revolution of 1905:

“... there was on hand a body. It was necessary to stick on it a head. The Party therefore had to mingle with this mass in order to take in tow its general movement and conduct it on the historic road of the working class.” (Page 114.)

And we finally have the utterances of Stalin himself, who discoursing on the Problems of Leninism, writes: "The Party is the General Staff of the proletariat.” (Vol. I, page 149.)

Already in 1897 Lenin noted that the role of the intelligentsia made “superfluous the presence of outstanding intellectual leaders in the (labor) movement.” He meant to say that he did not want to have the “intellectual leadership” segregated within the social democratic organizations but thought that these leaders had to make some connection with the workers.

This problem especially engrossed Lenin’s attention during the Iskra period, when his ideas on party organization took shape. He pointed out at that time that the “material elements” of a spontaneous movement had “grown enormously”, but the “goal-conscious leaders,” the Social Democrats, were not quite abreast of the times.

“The spontaneous mass movement lacks ‘ideologists’ with sufficient theoretic preparation to be safe from any deviation. It lacks leaders with enough scope of vision, enough revolutionary energy and organizational talent, to create a political party that could function on the basis of the new movement.” (Vol. IV, Part 1, page 99.)

And he wrote in 1902:

“The movement must be led by as small as possible a number of as similar as possible groups, composed of experienced and tried professional revolutionists. There must participate in the movement as large as possible a number of, as varied and multifarious as possible, groups representing the different strata of the proletariat.” (Vol. V, page 267.)

The “whole art of conspirative organization” consisted, according to Lenin, in “making use of each and all,” “in giving work to all and each,” but, at the same time, maintaining leadership over the entire movement.” (Vol. V, page 259.)

The professional revolutionary conspiratorial organization had to maintain itself above the struggling mass and lead it. Developing this idea, in opposition to Trotsky, at the Party Congress in London, Lenin said:

“The Party must be the vanguard, the leader of the broad mass of the working class. The latter acts entirely (or almost entirely) ‘under the control and leadership’ of the Party organizations, which, however, do not at all belong, nor need to belong to the Party.” (Vol. VI, page 34.)
After the Party Congress, Lenin declared that the "entire class" must act under the leadership of the Party and be brought as close to it as possible:

"Not the Party should envelop the conspiratorial organization... but the revolutionary class, the proletariat, must envelop the Party, which contains in itself the conspiratorial as well as the non-conspiratorial organizations." (Vol. VI, page 265.)

The party that Lenin wanted to create was to be a conspiratorial, "leader" organization, which, with the aid of the "professional revolutionists," would fashion a wide net of party organizations, ranging "from the narrowest and most conspiratorial kind to the broadest and least conspiratorial." (Vol. VII, page 408.) The "masses" were to "cover up," envelop the party.

*The party center as the general staff; the local committee as officers; the party membership as the lower-rank officers; the mass of workers as the army acting under the command of this military-political apparatus.*

That is the organizational picture of the Bolshevik Party, a picture that discloses the peculiar relation of the Bolsheviks to the working class. Their party was a workers' party only in the sense that it wanted to put the mass of workers under its orders.

---

**The Role of the Worker in the Bolshevik Party**

In 1905, Lenin set himself energetically to the task of bringing workers into the Party organizations. He attacked the limited activity of the Party "committees" and warned that the Party would collapse unless new organizations were created.

The "committees" arose as a result of the peculiar manner in which the work of the Russian Social Democratic Labor Party was carried on. Up to 1903, there existed in the Party a definite separation between the intellectuals and workers. We read in the report of the Russian delegation to the International Socialist Congress of 1904:

"In accordance with the distinction drawn between the 'workers' committees' and the 'intellectuals' committees', the first merely had the function of acting as executive organs for the latter." (Page 46.)

In other words, the workers in the Russian Social Democratic Party were considered to be the political handy men of the revolutionary intelligentsia. It was especially because of this that the Social Democracy of Russia was not able to keep up with events in 1905. According to Martov's testimony, the great number of Russian workers stayed away from the Social Democratic organizations because they were not allowed there to have an equal say with the intellectuals. As a result, the workers preferred their trade organizations, where they had wide opportunities for self-activity and found themselves in the current of the immediate class movement. The more obvious this became, the more Lenin stressed
to his party the need of a change of method in dealing with the workers. Thus he wrote in a letter to Bogdanov and Gussev that "all those who permit themselves to argue that there is 'nobody' there (in the workers' trade organizations) should be stood up against the wall." (Vol. VII, page 145.) He demanded that the Social Democracy create a new channel for the "new currents of the social movement." For every delay served the enemies of the Social Democracy. The new currents sought a way out. If they did not find the Social Democratic channel, they would flow into a non-Social Democratic channel. (Vol. VII, page 208-209.)

In this manner, Lenin developed the theory that there could be no conscious proletarian mass movement without the leadership of the Bolshevik Party. The mass of workers were politically blind. If the Social Democracy possessed a big enough apparatus, it could possess itself of the great current of the workers' movement. Otherwise, the latter would be drawn away by other forces into a different channel. In any case, the workers mass was the object of any "leader" organization that was conscious of its goal. Only the latter, the intellectual leaders, could be conscious of a goal.

This was the significance of Lenin's demand, in the autumn of 1905, for the "Party education of the proletariat and the union of the proletarian vanguard with an effective political party." He was quite dissatisfied with the results of the work done by the Social Democratic organizations up to then. He said there was the need of having workers in the Bolshevik organization. Why? Well, without the workers, the Bolshevik leaders could not, for conspirative and psychological reasons, come in direct contact with the masses. Lenin, intended, however, to keep strictly apart, in the new, inclusive Party organizations, the respective statuses and tasks of the intellectuals and workers.

"The intellectuals are good at solving questions 'of principle.' They are good at drafting plans and supervising the execution of plans . . . The workers busy themselves with the application of gray theory in living practice." (Vol. VIII, pages 514-515.)

In other words, the intellectuals were to continue to be the "leaders." The workers drawn into the party were to continue to act under the command of the intellectual leaders. This was Lenin's position on the role of the workers in his party.

The Revolutionaries' Organization

In his pamphlet What Is to be Done? Lenin described the difference between political and trade union organizations as a difference between "revolutionary" organizations and "worker" organizations. He said that no distinction was to be made between workers and intellectuals. But since the Party "had to consist primarily" of persons "whose profession was revolutionary activity," he excluded the workers as definite and
direct agents of Party activity. It was ten times easier for an intellectual than for a worker to become a professional revolutionary. The worker was literally torn out of his class milieu when "chosen" by the Party. So that, in practice, Lenin tore up the unity he had emphasized in his organizational draft and allowed the workers a second-rank place in his Party. In One Step Forward, Two Backwards, Lenin classified all organizations in accordance with the following categories, ranking them by their composition and the degree of their "conspirativeness:"

"1. The revolutionaries' organization. 2. The workers' organizations. The latter should be as broad and varied as possible (I limit myself here to the working class, but it is understood that under certain conditions these organizations may include elements from other classes). The former categories form the Party. Farther removed are: 3. the worker organizations that stand near the Party; then, 4. those worker organizations that do not stand near the Party but submit themselves to its control and direction. And finally, 5. the unorganized elements of the working class, which submit themselves to the direction of the Social Democracy at least at important movements of the class struggle." (Vol. VI, page 268.)

Here, too, Lenin put the "revolutionaries'" organization above the "workers'" organization. The two Party categories did not have the same value for him. By providing for such "categories" in his Party, Lenin was really expressing again his principle of the "leadership" of the intellectuals. By permitting certain workers to enter his party, Lenin wanted to lay hold, through them, of those workers who, belonging in the remaining categories of his organizational scheme, merely "submitted" themselves to the direction offered by the Social Democracy. There was no question for him of the equality of the workers and intellectuals. Such an idea is alien to Bolshevism. The provision for the mentioned five ranks in Lenin's plan shows that the workers who were included in the Bolshevist organizations (subordinated there, of course, to the professional revolutionaries) were taken in because they were technically indispensable in the business of manipulating the outside mass. They were admitted into the Party because there was a technical need for them, and not because they, as workers, were meant to determine by their membership the political physiognomy of the Party.

According to Lenin, the realization of his organizational scheme would be the realization of a "proletarian principle." The disagreement that arose over the first paragraphs of the proposed statute on Party organization and led to the split of the Russian Social Democracy in 1903, he described as a conflict between "adherents of bourgeois-intellectual individualism" and "adherents of proletarian organization and discipline." (Collected Works, Vol. VI, page 271.) Those are clever words. The fact is that theoretically the Mensheviks represented the organizational principle of the Western Social Democracy, while Lenin,
though he played shrewdly with such terms as "proletariat" and "bourgeois-intellectual," stood for the organizational principle that is typical of the radical bourgeoisie, the organizational principle of Jacobin revolutionarism.

The problem of "leadership" which worried Lenin's "Labor Party" was not that of drawing the best forces of the proletarian class into political activity. The important question for Lenin and his party was (as stated in What is to Be Done?) the substitution of "good leaders" for "bad leaders." The working class could be influential in bringing about a political decision only if it submitted itself to the "good" leaders. Therefore, the constant task of the Party was to convince the mass of the "correctness" of the Party policies. Not the development of the independent will and self-consciousness of the proletariat, but the "persuasion" of the latter, is the ideological working principle of Bolshevism, from Lenin to Stalin, from Trotsky to Brandler. The struggle over the "masses" has always been for Bolshevism a struggle against the competition of "bad," "opportunist," "betraying," "social-fascist," "Trotskyist" leaders, who have to be vanquished, so that the "leadership" might fall to the Bolshevik Party. Policy is the business of leaders and leader organizations. They do all the thinking for the mass. Bolshevism does not recognize a proletariat that is capable of developing and executing its "policy" independently.
THE LENINIST THEORY OF CLASS CONSCIOUSNESS

The Bolshevik attitude of professional-revolutionary leadership was encouraged by the low degree of self-consciousness which characterized the Russian proletariat at the turn of the century. Capitalist development in the country had not yet raised the Russian worker to a distinct political or economic class outlook. He still had one foot in the illiterate serfdom of the village. When he did begin to rebel—in an epoch of advanced world capitalism—against the conditions of his existence, he did so with the spontaneity belonging to the proletariat of early capitalism. This peculiarity of the Russian industrial workers—the fact that they possessed the social disposition of the proletariat of early capitalism in an era of advanced world capitalism—made them especially valuable for the Russian Revolution. As a class, they were in the condition to be easily led and manipulated by the revolutionary intelligentsia of their country. The Bolsheviks appreciated the industrial proletariat of Russia as an early-capitalist force, dull in self-awareness but mighty in revolt. Preobrazhensky, writing in the symposium entitled Lenin, describes the Russian proletariat as follows:

"Our working class is a young and powerful barbarian, still unspoiled by the civilization of the capitalist Rome, still free from the habit of prizing petty-bourgeois comforts, the crumbs falling from the tables of the colonial exploiters. It is a barbarian that has not yet been tamed by bourgeois law and capitalist order."

The Bolsheviks wanted to bridle this barbarian and ride him into battle. Being afraid of sinking in this primitiveness of the Russian proletariat, they tolerated no talk of organizational democracy.

If the Bolsheviks had been representative of the working class of Russia, they would have tried by all means to overcome the low degree of class self-consciousness of the Russian workers. They would have tried to develop this force into a real worker party, having this party crystallize in the process of the class struggle, as a result of the increased class-consciousness of the Russian proletariat. Capitalism teaches the workers to labor its way. It also teaches them to think politically. The workers' party can only arise out of this political thinking of the workers. The fighting organization of the proletariat finds its form not at the historic beginning of the class but late in its development.
Not representing the class interests of the Russian proletariat, the Bolsheviks turned its very primitiveness into a theory justifying their own Jacobinical pretensions to leadership. They refused to recognize that the cultural backwardness of the Russian laboring masses was the product of a retarded, half-feudal, half-capitalist social situation, which had to be overcome by the rising class. They preferred to see the cultural backwardness of the Russian proletariat as an immutable fact that could only be removed "from outside." This outlook determined the stand they took toward the working class.

The theory which expressed this attitude, and provided a basis for the then commencing organizational activity of the Bolsheviks, was formulated during the Iskra period of the Party. The Iskra organization arose after the break that took place in the Russian revolutionary move-

The Economists wanted to limit the activity of the working class to the economic field. The Iskra people, headed by Lenin, opposed the Economists with the argument that the workers' economic struggle, a necessary consequence of their position in the process of capitalist production, could only lead to trade-union consciousness. Lenin wrote in What Is to Be Done?

"The history of all countries shows that by its own forces the working class can only arrive at a trade-union consciousness — that is, at the realization of the need of getting together in unions in order to wage a struggle against the exploiters and to demand from the government this or that law necessary for the workers, etc." (Collected Works, Vol. IV, Part 2, page 150.)

According to Lenin, trade-union consciousness is an element of the "spontaneous" working class movement, that is, the labor movement as it may be when left to its own resources by the revolutionary intellectuals. He wrote that the basic error of the Economists lay in their belief that the political class-consciousness of the workers could develop "from the inside", that is, as a result of the workers' struggle in the economic field. (Vol. IV, Part 2, page 216.) Trade-unionism, he held, automatically bars the workers from an independent development of their consciousness toward an understanding of the need of socialism. The "spontaneous" development of the labor movement, he wrote, leads "to their (the workers') subordination to bourgeois ideology." It denotes the "ideologic enslavement of the workers by the bourgeoisie." (Vol. IV, Part 2, pp. 222 and 235.)

If the last observation is correct, then the conception that the "spontaneous" development of the labor movement can go no further than trade unionism is obviously false. What course the "spontaneous" (that is, independent) development of the working class takes, depends finally on the social hypothesis, on the aggregate of existing social conditions. A badly organized, "spontaneously" rising mass of workers can attain a high degree of socialist consciousness in the fire of battle,
in the midst of a critical situation. On the other hand, an old and well organized mass of workers may, in spite of all influence "from the outside", remain with no more than a trade-unionist outlook, if it finds a certain satisfaction of its "reformist" interests in a relatively secure situation of capitalism. The beginnings of political organization may be developed by the working class in the "spontaneous" struggle itself. Such organizations will exert a further political influence on the class. They will tend to raise the consciousness of the class. Yet they do not constitute a force outside of the working class. They are still part and parcel of the working class. Their activity is a part of the total experience of the mass of workers living through the process of becoming aware of themselves as a class.

Considering the situation from his Jacobinical watchtower, Lenin denied that the working people could, by themselves, develop the organizational and political elements necessary for the victory over capitalism. His thesis contradicted itself.

He called himself a socialist, and repeating Marx, he declared in eloquent moments, that socialism could only be the workers' own creation. At the same time, he took the position that the very class which was said to be destined as the historical instrument for the realization of socialism could not by itself develop an understanding of the need of socialism. This was the complementary half of the theory according to which socialism was to be the product of the "ideological development" of the intelligentsia. Thus the proletariat, spoken of flatteringly as the historic bearer of socialism, could attain no more than a bourgeois consciousness, if left to its own class resources. The only possible creators of a socialist consciousness were the intellectual strata of society, a part of the bourgeoisie. As Lenin saw the matter, socialism would be achieved by the working class, but the idea of the need of socialism, that is, socialist thought, could only be the creation of the bourgeois intelligentsia.

He wrote: "Political class consciousness can only be brought to the workers from the outside, that is, outside of the economic struggle, outside of the orbit of the relations existing between all classes and social strata and the State, that is, in the sphere of relations existing among all classes." (Works, Vol. IV, Part 2, pp. 216-217.)

Reaching such conclusions, Lenin denied completely the political character of the economic struggle, a fundamental principle of Marxism. As seen by Marx, the productive relation between the workers and the capitalists is the basic relationship of bourgeois society. From this relation are derived all the appearances and movements characteristic of capitalism. Lenin made it quite clear that unlike Marx he did not locate the basis for the rise of socialism in the development of the productive forces.

Of all the forces of production, the working class is the most
important. It is the social element that is most cruelly affected by the contradictions of capitalism, and all these contradictions have their roots in the productive process of society. The thinking of the workers cannot escape being influenced by the capitalist contradictions. This influence brings the workers to reach in time definite conclusions regarding their position in society. It leads them to act to accomplish a fundamental transformation of the existing productive relationship. In other words, socialist consciousness arises, of necessity, out of the productive process of capitalism. Within this sphere of interests, the socialist consciousness of the working people develops into a political force, moving them to socialist action.

For Lenin the movement for socialism was simply a trick of ideology. He believed that only a political force outside of itself could provide the working class with political consciousness. “From the outside” meant for Lenin not merely outside the productive process, as is suggested by the last quotation. It meant also: outside of the working class. He argued that all “spontaneous” social thinking by the workers could, “for obvious reasons”, only lead to bourgeois ideology, since bourgeois ideology “is older than socialist ideology, more fully developed, and disposes of incomparably greater means of diffusion.” (Vol. VI, Part 2, page 172.)

However, the workers’ economic struggle leads to a so-called bourgeois (opportunist and reformist) political activity on their part only in so far as the ruling class can succeed, when permitted by the condition of capitalist production, in keeping the lot of the proletariat within the bounds of toleration. Trade-unionism is the product of a certain phase of capitalist development. It is obviously not the product of bourgeois propaganda.

Lenin explained the tendency of the working class toward trade-unionist and reformist action not by social causes but by ideological influence. According to him, the proletariat is provided its social consciousness by elements outside of itself. According to him, the proletariat receives its social outlook, in the shape of ready-made ideology, either from the bourgeoisie or from the revolutionary intelligentsia. For the proletariat is incapable of independent social thought. It cannot develop its own consciousness as a class. It will therefore always be the object of propaganda by social elements outside of itself.

Lenin wrote in 1901 that the workers’ organizations that had been formed under the auspices of the Greek Catholic Church and the monarchists were also a “necessary product of the interaction of certain relations and elements.” In this case, it was “the consciousness of the

* The Bolsheviki hold fast to this theory to this day. See for example Popov: Outline of the History of Bolshevism, page 69, and Knorin: Short History of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, page 7.
priests and the Zubatovs that participated in the interaction and not
the consciousness of the socialists." (Vol. IV, Part 2, page 98.) The
proletariat attains "the level of self-consciousness" when it submits either
to the priests and the Zubatovs or to the Bolshevist Social Democrats.

How did Lenin happen to arrive at this conclusion? He arrived at
such a conclusion because he belonged to the special section of society
whose task it is to fashion ideologies. To his "socialist" activity, he
transferred something that is a special feature of class society: the
separation between mental and manual labor. He mistook ideologic
appearance for the substance of the thing, forgetting that also in the
labor movement, an intellectual can only formulate — formulate and
not create — the ideas that begin to enter the heads of the workers as
a result of the experience of the class struggle. He considered himself
to be the creator of a specific ideology. He was, in fact, only the
"mouthpiece" of certain social forces. He called himself a "Marxist",
but he never held anything more than an idealistic view of the political
tendencies of his time, which were themselves created in the material
process of social development.

In Lenin's conception of "political consciousness" there is no question
of proletarian socialism. The sort of "consciousness" he had in mind
was something by means of which the working class could be mobilized
and assigned a task in a bourgeois revolution. Considered from the angle
of the bourgeois revolution, Lenin's stand that the "political conscious-
ness" of the working class could only be developed by a political force
originating outside of the working class has a real meaning. His thesis
then amounts to the following:

The political thought by which the workers were going to be mobilized
for action in the complicated revolution against Tsarism could only be
the creation of the Jacobinical intelligentsia.

This was true to the extent that the expected revolution presented
tasks, such as the peasant question, which could not be mastered on
the basis of the struggle of the proletariat acting in its historic role
as a force for socialism. The chief problem in this revolution was not
the doing away with the capitalist productive relationship but the
destruction of the vestiges of feudalism. Quite naturally the Russian
working class could not develop "spontaneously" — that is, out of its
position within the process of capitalist production — an insight into
the needs of an anti-feudal revolution. This is the essential meaning of
Lenin's thesis on the "political consciousness" of the proletariat. We
see that it does not refer to the self-awareness of a working class acting
for socialism. It refers to the consciousness of a working class participat-
ing in a bourgeois revolution, for which it must be mobilized as an
important auxiliary force. Lenin's "Marxist" terminology is a disguise
veiling an outlook that is typical of the Jacobinical intelligentsia.

[33]
The Bolshevik theory of class consciousness was not created by Lenin. Already in 1891 Axelrod wrote:

"The labor movement cannot leave the narrow course of pure economic conflict between the workers and the entrepreneurs. In general, it is quite devoid of a political character. In the struggle for political freedom, however, the advanced sections of the proletariat follow the revolutionary circles and the fractions of the so-called intelligentsia."

Out of this idea of Axelrod’s, Lenin drew all possible inferences. He felt himself to be on safe ground especially because he found the same viewpoint expressed in the writings of Kautsky, the "leader of the German revolutionary Social Democrats." (Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. X, page 274.) Kautsky wrote in the year 1901:

"The modern socialist consciousness can only arise on the basis of profound scientific insight . . . The bearer of this science is, however, not the worker but the bourgeois intellectual. Modern socialism originated among members of this stratum of society, by whom it was transmitted to culturally outstanding proletarians wherever conditions permitted this diffusion. Socialist consciousness is therefore something injected into the class struggle, and is not native to it." (Neue Zeit.)

Upon this vulgar theory of class consciousness, the Bolsheviks raised the slogan: "The intelligentsia must bring political consciousness to the proletariat." In 1902, Lenin attacked the proposition, expressed in the principles of the Labor Alliance of the North, which considered "socialism to be in the class interest of the proletariat". He wrote that such an outlook was "extremely inexact, ambiguous and dangerous". And he sermonized the proletarian authors of the program to the effect that "into the class struggle of the proletariat, developing spontaneously on the basis of capitalist relations, socialism is carried by ideologists." (Vol. V, page 174.) According to Lenin, the workers’ class interests render them susceptible to socialism, but no more than that. The conception of socialism depends on an ideology that is founded on the "entire storehouse of man’s knowledge".

In his development of this theory of class consciousness, Lenin supported himself on the writings and authority of Plekhanov. But neither was Plekhanov without predecessors. Lavrov, one of the theorists of the old Narodnik movement, believed (in the manner of certain spokesmen of the early German socialist movement) that "critically thinking personalities, the intellectuals", constituted the main force of social progress. Popov summarizes Lavrov’s idea in the following words:

"They were going to spread socialist knowledge among the people. They were going to lead the dark, ignorant masses to the light of socialism." (Outline of the History of Bolshevism, page 14.)

In principle, this outlook was no different from Lenin’s. Lavrov represented the Narodnik movement of enlightenment; Lenin represented Bolshevism. Both made use of the idea and the language of socialism
in order to "get close to the people" and restate attractively their bourgeois-revolutionary aims. The essential difference between the two ideologists lay not in the principle of their activity but in the dissimilarity of their tactics. When he spoke of the enlightenment of the "masses", Lenin did not mean the workers exclusively. His conception of consciousness applied also to the petty bourgeoisie, especially to the peasants. He wrote in 1906:

"The proletariat can overcome the hesitancy of the petty bourgeoisie only by promoting the class consciousness and solidarity of the masses and by enabling them to learn by their experience. There is no other, and there can be no other, means of overcoming the hesitancy of the petty bourgeoisie." (Vol. X, page 361.)

He returned to the question of class-consciousness during the revolutionary period of 1917. At that time he explained that the masses had failed to take power in their hands in February only because the proletariat was "not sufficiently class-conscious and organized." (Vol. XX, Part 1, page 104.) "The cause is the insufficient self-consciousness and organization of the proletarians and peasants." (Vol. XX, Part 1, page 127.) He called for a policy of "unmasking" the provisional government for the purpose of advancing the "clarification of the self-consciousness of the people". In other words, whenever the aims of Bolshevism could be helped by the concept of class-consciousness, it was a good thing. But it was good only to the extent that the increased class-consciousness of the masses meant their support of the policies of the Bolshevik Party and their recognition and obedience of the Bolshevik leadership.
THE USE OF THE PROLETARIAT IN THE TACTICS OF BOLSHEVISM

WHEN they began their activity among the Russian workers, the Russian Social Democrats sought to tie up their propaganda with all the interests of the workers. They were going to "hammer in", as Zinoviev put it, into as many heads as possible, the "principal idea of economic slavery". From this activity, the Economist wing of the Russian Social Democratic movement drew the conclusion that the workers had to limit themselves to the economic struggle and leave the field of politics to the liberals. The Economist credo therefore called for the support of the economic struggle of the proletariat and, at the same time, for the participation of the revolutionary intellectuals in the political activity of the liberal opposition to the autocracy.

Though they carried on a bitter struggle against the Economists, the Bolsheviks were really closely related to them. In accordance with the Kautsky-Leninist theory of class-consciousness, the Bolsheviks limited the native capabilities of the proletariat to the economic field. But, they also wanted to develop the Social Democracy into a party that would influence the Russian proletariat "from the outside" and thus shape the industrial workers of Russia into a weapon that would be serviceable in the fight against Tsarism. The Economists and the Mensheviks believed the Russian bourgeoisie to be the directing force of the national revolution of capitalist emancipation. The Bolsheviks, on the other hand, deduced from their own "Economism" the historically correct conclusion that it was the intelligentsia, manipulating as its "front" the supposed politically inept proletariat, that would be the guiding force of the Russian Revolution. The Bolsheviks' ideological war against the Economists was an effort to put across the useful idea that the struggle of the workers on the economic field called also for a political struggle against Tsarism — of course, under the direction of the revolutionary intelligentsia.

In fact, the Kautsky-Leninist theory of class-consciousness has not at all been borne out by the history of the Russian labor movement.

At the end of 1877, there arose in St. Petersburg the so-called Labor Alliance of the North. It had two-hundred members, mostly textile workers, led by the carpenter Chalturin and the laborer Obnorski.
These workers had some contact with the Narodniki, but they ran quite independently several big strikes and organized by themselves a number of illegal libraries. The educational activity of the Alliance was connected both with the economic and political struggles of the workers. Its program was formulated without the collaboration of intellectuals. According to Popov, the worker members of the Alliance of the North stated in their program of principles that “the laboring class must carry on a political struggle and strive to win political freedom, because that would facilitate the struggle for socialism.” They furthermore presented a list of demands similar to the later “minimum” program of the Social Democracy. As Yaroslavsky writes, the Alliance of the North connected up “quite definitely the struggle for socialism with the struggle for political freedom.” In this respect, he says, those workers “anticipated by four years the Marxists of the Emancipation of Labor group, as G. W. Plekhanov and the rest.” In other words, the Alliance of the North was, according to the Bolshevik’s own testimony, a piece of an independent labor movement which developed on the economic and political fields in the direction of proletarian socialism, some time before the first peep of Marxism among the Russian intellectuals. The Russian workers gave signs of socialist consciousness before socialism was discovered by the Russian intelligentsia itself. The Russian workers showed tendencies of political class consciousness some time before the intellectuals Plekhanov, Kautsky and Lenin devised the theory that such a development was impossible. The Russian workers had a glimpse of “Marxism” before the Russian intelligentsia came upon it, apparently by virtue of the Leninist theory of the “independent development of ideas”.

The labor strikes in the 80’s and 90’s were nearly all spontaneous affairs. Popov records that they were carried on “almost entirely without the participation of the socialist intellectuals.” The first pure worker organizations arose in Russia in the course of these strikes. About the same time, some politically advanced workers began to enter the contemporary revolutionary circles, which were, for the most part, short-lived. Besides the emigré “Emancipation of Labor” group there already existed in Russia a number of small revolutionary organizations which expressed a Social Democratic viewpoint and had connections with the industrial workers. At the head of the most important of these organizations was the engineer Brussniev. Popov describes him as “a link between the first St. Petersburg Social Democratic circles of the 80’s and the activity of the St. Petersburg ‘League for the Emancipation of the Working Class’ of the 90’s.” Brussniev’s circle included advanced workers, as Bogdanov, Shelgunov, Fiodor Afanasiev and others. Similar Social Democratic groups, having connections with workers, arose toward the close of the 80’s in Odessa, Kharkov and Kiev. But these organizations, too, merely continued the work begun by the previous South Russian Alliance of Labor.
The increased class-consciousness of the Russian workers showed itself through their economic struggles and their attempts at political organization. About 1900 there took place in the important cities of the country a number of worker demonstrations, in which students also participated. The demonstrators carried slogans expressing their opposition to the autocracy. Popov is obliged to observe that "in these demonstrations the workers marched before the socialist groups". The initiative in this activity came from the workers.

The history of the Russian labor movement shows that nearly all its great events, both during the first and second revolutions, occurred "spontaneously", taking unawares and dragging behind them the Bolshevik "general staff". Not incorrectly, Lenin called the St. Petersburg Bloody Sunday, which ushered in the 1905 revolution, a piece of history "made by the worker masses without the aid of the Social Democracy." (Vol. VII, page 127.) Similarly the December uprisings in Moscow broke out without the intervention of the leader organizations. (Vol. X, page 66.)

Like 1905, so 1917. The February revolution took the Bolsheviks by surprise. Pokrovsky writes in his history that "the Bolsheviks had no thought of an armed uprising at the moment." Indeed, at the order of the Bolshevik Central Committee, Shliapnikov forbade at that time the organization of combatant groups and the arming of the workers. (Pages 318-319.)

The eight-hour day was won in St. Petersburg (March, 1917) entirely upon the initiative of the mass of workers, without the help or "leadership" of any party. In April of the same year, the revolutionary regiments of the Petrograd garrison left their barracks, without the advice of any political leaders, and overthrew the semi-monarchist Miliukov government. In July, after the Bolsheviks postponed their much advertised demonstrations, there took place a spontaneous armed demonstration of the Petrograd workers and soldiers. After the collapse of Kornilov's venture, began the general expulsion of capitalists, managers and engineers from the factories of the city. This happened without the direction or advice of any of the revolutionary parties. Only in October did the Bolsheviks, under Lenin's energetic and insistent leadership, succeed in clambering abreast of their specific historic role. It was a new, predominantly peasant, wave of mass discontent and action that lifted them to the opportunity to win political power.

So that, though the Russian working class had given proof of considerable political aptitude, it finally had to forego independent action. It was taken in tow by Bolshevism. This was possible because the Russian working class was a minority in a predominantly peasant country, and because a bourgeois, not a proletarian, revolution was on the order of the day. The Bolsheviks were interested in developing the consciousness of the Russian proletariat only to the degree that they could direct it toward "democratism", toward a policy of alliance with the peasants,
and other bourgeois-revolutionary issues. By subjecting the numerically weak Russian proletariat to their own historic tactics, they made of it the most radical and most effective instrument of the Russian Revolution. The Russian working class became the hammer which, held in the fist of the Bolshevik Party, not only shattered Tsarism and the vestiges of the feudal regime, but also destroyed the forms of the parliamentary-bourgeois State that arose in the country as a result of the February revolution. With the aid of this tool, the Bolsheviks erected the State form that best suited the specific needs of their rule and appeared to offer the only possible political framework in which the development of the productive forces of the country could be advanced. *

The Russian proletariat was mustered into the service of the Bolsheviks by the means of such demands as the call for the Constituent Assembly. The significance of these demands at the time they were broadcast was precisely that through them the mass of industrial workers could be drawn into the fray in behalf of the Bolshevik aims. The important question for the Bolsheviks was not what ideas arose in the workers' minds as a result of these slogans. What the workers thought was less important to the Bolsheviks than the action of the workers in the service of Bolshevism. It did not even matter if such action arose in response to a viewpoint and hopes which were "false", considered from the angle of the historic aims of Bolshevism. It did not matter if such action did not coincide with the best interests of the Russian proletariat and failed to aid the development of its class understanding. The Bolsheviks were the head of the movement; their first and only concern was to be in a position to control the rest of the body at will.

In the general plan of the Bolsheviks' campaign for winning power, the Russian industrial workers were assigned the task of acting as the "vanguard" of a revolution that was essentially a peasant mass act. In his collection Lenin, Zinoviev wrote:

"Comrade Lenin was the first to recognize that all attempts of single revolutionists hailing from the intelligentsia to incite the peasantry to a mass uprising would meet with failure. He understood that only the workers could enter the villages and that only the industrial proletariat was in the position to move into action the millioned mass of the peasant population, to which it was closely related." (Page 9.)

Neither was this a discovery of Lenin's. Already in 1887, writing in the second program of the "Emancipation of Labor" group, Plekhanov noted that: "The proletarian who has been thrown out of the village as an impoverished member of the agricultural community returns to the village as a social democratic agitator." (Works, Vol. II, page 104, Russian ed.)

The line of action that was pursued by the Bolsheviks had been

* See the following pamphlet: The Soviet State. — ED.
indicated by Plekhanov at the beginning of the development of the Russian Social Democracy. And before Plekhanov it was already applied by the Narodniki. By possessing themselves of the political direction of the proletariat, the Bolsheviks also possessed themselves of the opportunity to direct the peasantry.

This is the social significance of Bolshevism. It was a movement of the Russian intelligentsia. It enlisted in its service the two revolutionary classes of Russia: the industrial workers and peasantry. It realized its aims through the action of these two classes. It won State power under a disguise of socialist ideology. The Russian Revolution was carried through by the Russian proletariat, acting as the dependable instrument of the Bolshevik intelligentsia. But the Russian workers did not and could not decide the course or content of the national revolution.

A question that bothered Marxists, even when Marx was still alive, was how to relate the specific things that Marx had said at this or that period in the past to the situation confronting them in their own time. There is a tendency, at least, for disciples to want to repeat every phrase of the master. Obviously Marx did not speak entirely the same way on different occasions. At the basis of this theoretic system is the idea that society is in the process of development. But if Marx did react to a changing society by modifying his conceptions at different periods, it is true that he saw a society that was developing according to specific laws, in a definite direction.

It was evident in the 90's that the ten measures of the revolutionary program described in the Communist Manifesto of 1848 as applying to the "most advanced countries" were no longer applicable to those countries. Marx's "first phase" of the new society sketched in his Critique of the Gotha Program is obviously out of date in 1939. Capitalism has changed a great deal since Marx wrote down his last observations on the productive process of capitalism. A very important task of the Marxist theorist must be that of relating the laws of social change, uncovered by Marx's scientific activity, to the circumstances of the contemporary world. Used this way, Marx's theoretic system is a weapon and a surveyor's level to the socialist movement. But, of course, Marxism may be used several other ways.

In the USSR, a specially applied sort of Marxism has become the official State religion or philosophy. A short while ago, Stalin's "Of what use is to us a party of intellectuals?" seemed to suggest the victory of the "non-party" functionary and technician over the traditional Communist Party mandarinate in Soviet Russia. But it is overwhelmingly true that in that great forbidden land the works of Marx and Engels (and, of course, Lenin) have taken the place that was occupied in the civil service system of the Celestial Empire by the Chinese Classics. The Marxian classics are edited and reprinted in great profusion. They are found serviceable as examination handbooks of candidates for post and rank in the Communist chinovnichestvo (officialdom) of the Soviet State, or as glossaries of potent and commendable sayings by which the loyal citizen may garnish, in the pious way of a Malvolio, his daily speech and correspondence.

The print shops of the Russian State, and the Allied Communist publishers outside of Russia, have also turned out much of Marx for dissemination among the heathen. Besides the many tons of free and cheaply priced propaganda material circulated by the Communist International, carefully prefaced and annotated editions of the works of Marx, Engels and even Kautsky, were issued in French, German, English and other languages. The publication of the correctly edited classics, provided with the latest angle of the Leninist slant, have been very helpful in fixing the minds and capturing the faith of theoretically bent workers and intellectuals all over the world.
Outside of the wide-flung national and international orbit of the Soviet State, there was up to 1929 very little printing of Marxist works, either by private concerns or propagandist organizations. Of course, a considerable amount of reading matter was issued by the Social Democratic, Socialist and Anarchist groups before the War. Excepting for the popular reprints of Marx and Engels, this took the form, for the most part, of pamphlets and periodicals. There was very little university scholarship in this output. It was not written for the universities but for the workers. After 1918, there was a decided slump in non-Communist publication.

With the great depression, however, there appeared the strange phenomenon of books on Marx and Marxism printed by commercial concerns to sell in sizable quantities to people who could afford to pay respectable prices. At a time when the influence of the socialist propagandist, both in the labor movement and in the general social welter, was at its weakest, private publishing houses found it worth while to finance the printing and sale of more or less serious, usually ponderous, tomes devoted to the restatement and apparently sympathetic interpretation of Marxism. These books — titled somewhat like: "What Marx Really Meant", "The Real Marx", "Understanding Karl Marx", etc. — could not be bought by working people. They were not meant for working people. They were gobbled up by the depression-agitated members of the so-called middle classes. At last the "middle classes" were interested in Marx. At last, Marx was marketable. Could the revolution be far behind?

Because of the great influence of the Soviet State and its international agencies in the department of Marxist printing (but also because the Soviet State had adopted Marxism as its official faith, and that was the Marxism the customers wanted), even those restaters and interpreters of Marx who stood for something like old Bernstein's revisionism, never as a rule failed to pay their ideologic tribute to the mixture of Bakunin, Marx and Kautsky that came to be called Leninism-Marxism. In practically all these works, the following beliefs were either stated or went unchallenged:

1. All of Marx prepares for the Russian Revolution, which was a socialist revolution.
2. There is nothing in Marx's analysis of capitalist economy that casts any doubt on the official Soviet thesis as to the social character of the Soviet economy and the Soviet State. That is, there is nothing in Marx to suggest, at least, that the Soviet economy and the Soviet State may be expressions of a revolution of capitalist emancipation, in which the hothouse method of industrial development, occurring under the control of a collective capitalist, the State, replaces the efforts of many private entrepreneurs.
3. Not a thought in the annotated Marx casts any doubt on the claim of the Communist Parties, outside of the USSR, that they are parties of socialism rather than the foreign auxiliary forces of a national progressive revolution.
4. Nothing in the theoretic heritage of Karl Marx suggests that the official proposition, according to which Lenin is the theoretic completion and fulfillment of Marx — the Jesus to whom Marx was a sort of annunciatory John the Baptist — may be somewhat cockeyed.

A work on Marx that did not satisfy these requirements was not recognized as genuinely Marxist. It did not sell, or rather was not published.

The present volume, also a restatement and interpretation of the principles of Marx for the benefit of the "middle classes", comes almost at the end of the procession. Some of our intellectuals (the middle classes referred to) are already fed up with the pontifical rigmarole of Leninism-Marxism and are starting to flirt with cynical "anti-leftism", cultural fascism.

Korsch's Karl Marx is plainly the work of a man who "knows his Marx". It is the work of a practiced German Marxist, who has been producing this sort of thing, off and on, for the last twenty years. It is the work of a Marxist who is surer of his exegesis, of his chapter and verse, who is much more of a Marxist professor, than any of the previous dispensers of the revolutionary phrase "according to Marx". It is, furthermore, the work of a Marxist professor who got his first degree at a time when much of the German radical intelligentsia turned (in the enthusiasm that followed the Russian Revolution) away from the Kautskyan school of Marx-
ism and called for new, definitely anti-Kautskyan professors.

Korsch outlines the theoretic system in a book that is one of a series of sociological studies destined for university classes. He does his job very well, almost in the diagrammatic fashion of a college review book, just to fit busy seminar groups. Candidates for the Ph.D. in the social sciences should find the book invaluable.

Korsch permits himself to treat Kautsky "in the same way as the brave Moses Mendelssohn in Lessing's time treated Spinoza, i.e., as a 'dead dog'", but not without taking the opportunity to do a little self-advertising.

Besides restating Marx, Korsch also "applies" Marx. "The purpose of this book", he declares, "is to restate the most important principles and contents of Marx's social science in the light of recent historical events and of the new theoretical needs which have arisen under the impact of those events."

That is a fine declaration of intentions. However, Korsch does in no appreciable way endanger his market by applying his unquestionable knowledge of Marx's works to the important theoretic problems of today. He pays his tithe and makes the usual offering to the Church of Leninism-Marxism. He carts in Lenin's exploits and sayings in all kinds of situations, at times in places where the connection is very far-fetched, as if to guarantee himself against the charge of flagrant heresy.

There is heresy, of course. Korsch cannot help himself. He is too sophisticated a Marxist. But as with the very bold souls among the Schoolmen and divines of the Middle Ages, this heresy is couched in shrewdly non-committal language. On such occasions, he speaks in dialectic riddles. For example:

"There remain unchanged even in the newest 'as good as Socialism' models of a planned and steered State-capitalism, and there will remain so long as the products of labor are produced as commodities, all the fetish-categories of bourgeois economies: commodity, money, capital, wage-labor, increasing and decreasing total value of production and of export, profit-making capacity of industries, credits, etc., in short, all that which Marx in his philosophic phase called 'human self-alienation', and in his scientific phase, 'fetishism of commodity production'. In spite of appearances such a system of production is not in the last analysis governed by a collective will of the associated workers but by the blind necessities of a fetishistic 'Law of Value'". (Page 150.)

Now whom and what is he referring to here? Is it the Swedish "Middle Way", the New Deal, National Socialism, Soviet Communism? There is one State that is especially brazen in its claims that in the economy under its control the products of labor are no longer commodities and that it is governed by the collective will of the associated workers, represented, for their own good, during the period of the workers' minority, by a bureaucratic-military State machine. Is that the "party" Korsch has in mind when he speaks of a planned and steered State-capitalism? Here is the crux of the swindle imposed on the workers of the world since 1918. Does Korsch talk? Oh, no, Korsch does not talk. He seems to whisper: "No names, please!" Indeed, it ain't the least safe to mention names.

So there we are. Here is a fine, necessarily sketchy, academically worded, restatement of the theoretic system of Karl Marx, penned for use in university classes by a clever German Marxist professor, who knows his specialty to perfection and is out to make good in the English-speaking market. Korsch takes care not to antagonize his likely readers, our Communistoid radical and liberal intelligenstia. That is, he is careful not to direct on his good Marxian theory too strong a light of "recent historical events". His is strictly indirect lighting. In a few besides he settles scores with a theoretic rival or two. The good doctor does his best to impress his readers both as a bearer of Marxian learning (which he surely doth bear) and as an honesty-goodness, modestly bold, swashbuckling, verbal revolutionary. He omits no mention of his previous writings. He assures us he is a man who prefers the deed to the word. In elucidation of his application of Marx's social science, he takes Lenin by one embalmed hand and Sorel by the other. In brief, one gathers from this book that Korsch does not come to us either as an old-fashioned "reformist" or an irresponsible iconoclast and innovator. He comes to
make good, and therefore echoes the approved tenor of the times.

The fact is that outside of the sphere of the Communist International, there is not enough of a demand for Marxian academics to make worth the professor's while. And to get a job in Big Joe's circuit, one has to hand himself over entirely, knowledge, back-thought, scruples and all. And no heretical riddles, mind you! To make good in Big Joe's circuit one has to put on Big Joe's livery. In this book, Korsch seems to try a neutral pose. Can it be done successfully?

There is, of course, a real need of restating Marxism in the light of recent historical events of the new theoretic needs which have arisen under the impact of those events. Restating of this kind cannot pay.

★

SOCIALISM ON THE DEFENSIVE. By

Norman Thomas is recognized even by his political opponents as an outstanding personality and a great speaker. People associate Browder's none too confident snicker with the latest intra-party machinations, expulsions (with a dirty smearing), passports, etc. What brought Thomas to the public eye was his overwhelming earnestness and obviously honest interest in the underdog. He has not the making of a people's commissar. He has the makings of a mouthpiece of the people, a people's tribune.

While it is true that Thomas has recognized and boldly attacked the evil effects of the existing social system, it is possible that he has never stopped for too long a while to consider what the system really is, how it works. It is possible that he has been taking for granted the acclimated Bernsteinism which has been dispensed as "socialist thought" by an agency, say, like the League for Industrial Democracy.

In Socialism on the Defensive, Thomas considers, chapter by chapter, the various important problems that confront us in the world situation today. He deals with these problems as they are presented in recently published serious books. It is evident that Thomas has thought out a number of things for himself. On the other hand, there is still some hard thinking left for him. His shrewdest comments are those on War and the American Scene. His weakest are those referring to "economic planning", "problems for socialism" and the evolution of the "socialist parties". To talk to the point about socialism, and even the "parties of socialism", one must know capitalism. Thus: "Socialism itself has tasted of power. (Reviewer's emphasis.) One form of it in Germany, another in the USSR must answer for its share of responsibility in events which led in Germany to the fascist and in Russia to the communist totalitarian state." (Page 295.) One of the things that Thomas will have to figure out for himself is to what extent certain self-styled parties of socialism are objectively parties expressing the needs of adjustment of changing capitalism.

Thomas calls for a "fresh and vital re-examination and statement of our own program." That sort of thing must be done on the basis of knowledge, on the basis of a careful consideration of the working of the capitalist system today. It can only be done boldly, without fear of hurting the feelings of some good people, who would be appalled, for example, by a thorough comparison of the historic meaning of the parties of Lenin and Hitler.

★

FASCISM AND BIG BUSINESS. By

A number of years ago Daniel Guerin wrote a well documented book in which he presented the thesis on fascism that was best liked in most non-fascist radical circles at that time. The proposition ran as follows: The fascist movement was devised by big business to save it (big business) from the revolutionary threat of the Communists — "the capitalist magnates launch fascism for the conquest of the State". Fascism is the rule of big
business (sometimes, "finance capital") undisguised by "bourgeois democracy." The fascist parties and leading fascist politicians are the obedient tools of big business, which is the real master in Fascist Italy and Nazi Germany.

To this Guerin added a pretty idea specially conceived by himself: Fascism is the expression of the rule of heavy industry, while capitalist democracy is the expression of the rule of light industry.

Excepting for this particular conceit, we have here the same wistful rationalizing that is contained in the works of Palme Dutt, Strachey and the apparently collective opus of Popfront neophytes that was issued about two years ago under the name of Professor Brady.

Guerin’s rich documentation was of the kind that is used in winning debates. He did not attempt to trace the development of social facts. He dealt with surface details of ideology. He marshalled a lot of information not to track down the truth of the matter. He marshalled a lot of information to prove his debater’s point. And he proved it very well. However, debates don’t change reality. Reality went along its sweet way, and soon the author of this richly documented book had to revise his wealth of documentation in order to prove his point all over again.

The present volume is the translation of a "thoroughly revised" French edition. It is becoming clearer every day that fascism cannot be explained by the old thesis of the simplicissimi. Very many persons have caught on by now that fascism in Italy and Germany could not have been devised by a few capitalist magnates scheming behind the scenes. It was something more complex than that. A serious study of any social phenomenon must distinguish ideology, which is an instrument and subterfuge, from the social cause or causes. Fascism is the product of the structural changes, inner contradictions and intergroup struggles of the contemporary capitalist society. That it is distinguished, both in Italy and Germany, by its opposition to a supposed "Bolshevist" menace is an accident, or rather convenience, of ideology. When we consider the social content of Italian Fascism and German Nazism we find that it has the same historic significance as Russian Bolshevism. Fascism is Bolshevism under different historic conditions—a mass movement of radical social reform within capitalism.

It is becoming clearer every day that it is capitalism and not the capitalists that won out with Mussolini and Hitler. It is becoming clear that the Totalitarian State, the inner clique of the monolithic "democratically centralized" Party, is the master in Germany and Italy. The Totalitarian One-Party State controls capitalism; the capitalists do not control the State. "Fundamentally, the great difference between the complete State capitalism of Russia and the modified State capitalism of Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy, is that the bureaucracies that hold power and live on the 'fat of the land' in the latter two 'non-capitalist' countries avoid the inefficiency and waste of the Russian 'trust of trusts' by permitting, and taking the advantage of, the 'initiative' of the old entrepreneurs, who are now at the most unwilling stewards rather than masters of their enterprises." The capitalists, big and small, have taken heavier blows from the new master, the Fascist State, than they have ever had to suffer from the German Social Democracy and the Italian Liberal government. If the Nazi bureaucratic-military State apparatus prefers the manufacture of cannons to the making of butter, it is not because it is the lackey of the armament industry. It is because it is the boss of the armament industry. It is because it is the boss of the armament industry as much as it is the boss of the butter makers. It needs cannon in order to stay in power and have its way in power politics. The same thing can be said for the State which bosses the Soviet industries.

All of this means nothing to Guerin, and certainly not to his present publishers, who specialize in belated "r-r-revolutionary" nonsense.

We read in a current journal (Controversy, No. 31) that "the early theory that the Nazi chiefs are only the pawns of Big Business has long been discarded by every observer who is not a lunatic or a Stalinist". In the present edition of Guerin's book, this lunacy is made to gambol again. Nay, Guerin's own special moonbeam—the proposition that fascism is the voice of heavy industry while democracy is the voice of light industry, cannon vs. butter— is made to percolate through a specifically American
screen. It is applied, in a seriously written editorial introduction, to the skirmishes of the Tom Girdlers, Hagues, Hoovers, Roosevelts, Tafts, the Republican and Democratic Parties, the C.I.O., A. F. of L., etc. etc.—to prove at home the thesis: fascism is the voice and paw of heavy industry; light industry plays the democratic, "reformist" game.

The surprising thing is that the good editor does not know that the same thing has been said by Browder and his trusty band of anti-fascists, who have been saving us from the pre-fascist Hoover, Landon and the others, right along. Of course the Trotskyite publishers give the comparison a specifically Trotskyite twist. For one thing, they believe in no united fronts with Roosevelt, who must figure for them as the Bruening of the pre-fascist period in the United States. But that is again how the C. P.'s talked in Germany in 1931 and 1932.

It is quite possible that Roosevelt's New Deal has played in the United States the same role that Fascism in Italy and Germany. We must distinguish ideology from the thing it overlays. That does not make the New Deal either fascist or pre-fascist.

It is important to combat fascism in the United States. It can best be done by understanding what it is. The struggle against fascism is not aided by the repetition of nonsense.

★

NO ESCAPE FROM ANTI-SEMITISM?
By Casper Baeldt. International Review.

Anti-semitism—more correctly, anti-Jewism—is a fundamental tradition of Christianity. The first Christians were a sect of Jewish proletarians who expected the solution of their class and national troubles with the coming of a Messiah. "Christ" is the derived form of the Greek for the Hebrew "Messiah"; the earliest Christians were a special school of Jewish "messianists". However, institutionalized Christianity, taken over and manipulated by the upper classes of the Roman Empire and the Roman State, developed specifically as a Jew-hating movement. In the bloody melodrama of the Passion, the keystone of the Christian theologic system (which was codified when Christianity was already a State religion), the Jew assumes the role of a devil's advocate; he is the wily killer of the God who came down to save mankind.

Antipathy to the Jew is an essential part of the general ideology of Christian society. Just as it was at the beginning of Statized Christianity, so mass Jew-baiting has always been, in countries where the cult of the gentle Jew Jesus came into its own, an outlet and safety valve for the ignorant discontent of the poor in bad times.

This is no less true today. Under the pressure of greatly troubled capitalism, anti-semitism is more than ever what it was called by Bebel: the socialism of the simpleton.

The professional-revolutionary adventurers who, at this moment, hold power in the rearmed German empire are aware of the breadth and depth of anti-Jewism among the Christian peoples. They cleverly make use of this emotion in their game of world politics. Nazi propaganda describes the moves of the States opposed to them in the world arena as machinations of "Jewish international capital", of which Russian Bolshevism is said to be a special servitor. The military preparations of the rival powers are called preparations for a Jewish war in which no good Christian should endanger his life. By manipulating the emotion of anti-Jewism that is a common ideological tradition of all Christendom, the Nazi cancel to an appreciable extent the national loyalties evoked by the opposing States. International anti-semitism serves the national interests of the Nazi State the same way as the international proletarian pretensions of the Soviet State serve the national program of the Bolshevnik rulers of Russia.

In the United States, the Roman Catholic Church is worried about its hold on its flock of 20 million. The American Catholics are the best contributors to the upkeep of this international totalitarian concern. The Roman Catholic Church looks for ways and means to cope with certain unfavorable influences which, arising out of the immediate situation, imperil the loyalty of its American following.
The Church must offset somehow the influence of the example of the free-thinking liberal and radical, as well as the spectacle of equal and superior non-Christian persons, whose existence seems to disprove the basic contention on which the doctrinal system of the Church is built. Therefore the campaign against "Jewish Communism".

Much more important is the fact that abetted anti-Jewish guarantees the discontent of the Catholic poor against developing into an anti-property and therefore anti-Church movement.

There is also the special consideration by prominent Catholics of the situation existing in the industrial regions of the United States. Protestant "poor white trash" have come from the South to work in the factories of the Northern Middle West. There they compete for jobs with Catholics of Irish, Polish and other stocks. Bad times sharpen the struggle for a living. Here is the basis of a new anti-Catholic Know-Nothing movement. Attempts are made to divert this tendency in another direction. Attempts are made to canalize this tendency in the form of organized mass anti-semitism, under such neutral names as "Christian Front", "Christian-American Action", etc.

This, and of course the question of the future of the Jews, is the subject of the plain spoken No Escape From Anti-Semitism?, our next pamphlet.

You can help to advance the date of publication of this pamphlet by subscribing. See the inside front cover.

* * *


Casting an innocent eye, in the summer of 1939, over this C. P. classic, Simon the Semp exclaimed: "This is obviously the work of a political charlatan!"

"What makes you think so?"

"Why, don't you know what the same people are saying today?"

"Simon, watch your step and style. The publishers in question dispose of the services of some of the best legal talent in the country. They are a power in the land. They can easily put the squeeze on any careless sap who lays himself open. You must be careful always to use 'alleged', 'it is said', 'I see by the papers', and don't get into arguments. Those people may be what you think — political charlatans — but they have up the sleeve a trick that cannot be beat. It is the trick of 'anti-fascism' and 'progressivism'. They bawl loud that they have a monopoly of anti-fascism and progressivism. Therefore anybody who says they haven't is a fascist and reactionary. You don't want to be called that, do you?"

Simon was almost in tears. Pulling himself together, he pointed to the following passages in the classic:

"The fight against the Industrial Recovery Act — how shall we organize it? The illusions about the New Deal as a road back to prosperity are still strong among broad masses. To expose and disperse these illusions will require more experience and above all requires the active ceaseless, carefully-thought-out intervention of the Communist Party... The bourgeoisie is very anxious that the masses shall not resist their attacks... Roosevelt's problem is how to keep the masses from struggle. His most valuable helpers in this task are the American Federation of Labor (the C. I. O. had not then exist.—ED.) and the Socialist Party... Mr. Thomas is one of Roosevelt's most valuable assistants in putting across the New Deal. Of course, this does not mean that Thomas comes out openly to endorse it. If he did, then he would be no more valuable than any of Roosevelt's direct secretaries... Under the mass of an ostensible opposition to fascism they (the Socialist Parties) in reality pave the way for fascism to come to power, disarm the workers, bind the workers to the wheels of the fascist chariot by means of the theory of the 'lesser evil', tell the workers that they would be unable to seize and hold power, create distrust in the revolutionary road by means of slanders against the Soviet Union, throw illusions of democracy around the rising forces of fascism, break up the international solidarity of the workers, support the nationalist policies of their own bourgeoisie — and carry out
all this treachery under the banners of 'socialism' and 'Marxism'. (Pages 2, 8, 17)

"The 'New Deal' is a policy of slashing the living standards at home and fighting for markets abroad for the single purpose of maintaining profits of finance capital. It is a policy of brutal oppression and preparation for imperialist war... A group of honest revolutionary workers in Brooklyn issued a leaflet in which they declared that Roosevelt and Hitler are the same thing. (Page 15.)

"The development of Roosevelt's program is a striking illustration of the fact that there is no Chinese wall between democracy and fascism. Roosevelt operates with all of the arts of 'democratic' rule, with an emphasized liberal and social-demagogic cover, quite in contrast with Hoover, who dispensed largely with these arts and was openly reactionary. Yet behind this smokescreen Roosevelt is carrying out more thoroughly and brutally even than Hoover the capitalist attack against the living standards of the masses at home and the sharpest national chauvinism in foreign relations... (Page 17.) 'Industrial recovery' is hastened by working the war industries overtime. Such war preparations have never been seen since 1917. (Page 22.)

"In the labor section of the 'New Deal' program is to be seen the clearest examples of the tendencies to fascism. This is an American version of Mussolini's 'corporate state', special state-controlled labor unions closely tied up with and under the direction of the employers. Here we have also the sharpest American example of the role of the Socialist Party and trade union bureaucracy as 'social fascists', as bearers among the masses of the program of fascism, as those who pave the way for the establishment of fascist control over the workers. For the working class, the Industrial Recovery Act is truly an industrial slavery act. It is one of the steps towards the militarization of labor. It is a forerunner of American fascism." (Page 23.)

Simon looked sick at the stomach.

"You poor simp", I said, "don't you understand this was written in 1933? The saps whom Browder kids along today don't remember that far back. New times, new tricks. The same boss, of course. Joe the Butch."
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